
BRANDS WHO TRUST STORMTECH

Born in the rugged west coast rainforests of British Columbia, 

Canada, STORMTECH’s designs are inspired through the  

lessons learned from the rain, snow, and sun. We pay  

painstaking attention to mother nature’s varying moods in 

order to develop the very best in technical outerwear. With 

design excellence and functionality that blends exclusive 

technologies, such as H2XTREME®, we build hard-wearing 

garments that provide maximum protection and comfort so 

you can get out there and explore with confidence.

COMPANY INTRODUCTION

WELCOME TO STORMTECH



THE STORMTECH DIFFERENCE

The STORMTECH brand continues to gain strength in international markets as the premium outdoor apparel brand in the promotional products industry. For customers who are new 
to the STORMTECH Brand, we would like to share an overview of the key elements that separate our company from other suppliers in the industry:

PREMIUM PRODUCTS
Align your brand with the recognized leader of premium promotional apparel. Ultra premium 
products built for the outdoors but designed for the promotional products industry, and backed 

by a 5 year warranty.

DESIGNED FOR DECORATION
Unlike traditional retail good, all STORMTECH products are designed with decoration
in mind. Our whole range is created to work effectively with a wide range of decorating options, 

including embroidery, heat transfers and screen and patch printing.

5 YEAR WARRANTY
STORMTECH proudly guarantees the quality, craftsmanship, and performance of all our 
products. We are committed to offering the finest products and service available and take the 

concerns of our customers seriously.

IMPROVED MARGINS
Our deep stock purchasing strategy allows us to secure production that is highly cost efficient 
and consistent. We also control product distribution by selectively approving resellers to 
minimize over distribution. In this way our partners can achieve higher margins compared to 
other apparel brands.

DEEP INVENTORY
Our Deep inventory strategy means a collection of top selling styles are always in stock. Live 
inventory levels are displayed on our website, with even more stock available locally through our 

stocking distributors: Ralawise, Pencarrie, BTC, Falk & Ross, Imbretex & L-shop.

ALL INCLUSIVE SIZING
Unlike other apparel brands, Stormtech offers compatible men’s and women’s styles in an all-inclusive 
size range featuring men’s SM - 5XL and women’s XS to 2XL. We pay careful attention to fit 

specifications to ensure that our products deliver a perfect fit for every customer.

SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY
Through our 1 : 1 INITIATIVE, we’re proud to donate 1% of our global sales to community 
organizations that support at-risk youth. Giving back to the community is an important consideration 

for many corporations who purchase branded apparel.



COMMITTED TO 
SUSTAINABILITY 

We’re on a mission to make clothing 

sustainable through product design, 

sourcing, and compliance. We believe 

that building products to last is the 

most powerful lever for minimizing 

our environmental impact, but it is 

not the only option. Here are our 

sustainability pillars.

1. PRODUCT BUILT TO LAST
STORMTECH creates timeless, high-quality products designed to extend product 
life and minimize environmental impact. We back up our commitment to quality 
workmanship with a 5 year warranty, and have built out a sustainable product care 
program to extend product life and performance.

2. RESPONSIBLE SOURCING
Sustainable sourcing is STORMTECH’s key priority. Our supply chain is 
built on strong, transparent, and trusted business partnerships, focused 
on transparency, traceability, and zero waste at all stages. We work with 
compliance-certified mills, factories and supply partners, ensuring the 
sustainability of both social and environmental practices.

3. INCREASED USE OF RECYCLED CONTENT
We seek out recycled content in our daily business operations and are 
introducing recycled content into new product developments. Exclusive material 
technologies and recycled polyester will feature prominently in future seasons.

4. PROTECTING OUR OCEANS
STORMTECH is working towards zero impact from fiber fragmentation from 
textiles to the natural environment by 2030 and to reduce the amount of 
microfibers and microplastics contributing to water pollution. Stronger, more 
durable polyester fleece standards can significantly reduce the amount of 
microfiber fragmentation in accordance with the FibeRdex® Fiber Releasing 
Index.

5. PROTECTING OUR FORESTS
STORMTECH is committed to the Forest Stewardship Council (FSC) of sustainable 
sourcing of wood-based fibers, cellulosic fabrics, and paper products in a way that 
addresses the major environmental impacts associated with deforestation and forest 
degradation. All hang tags, cartons, and packaging are sourced from Forest Stewardship 
Council (FSC) certified forest, recycled content, or other controlled wood sources.

6. PRIORITIZING ANIMAL WELFARE
All STORMTECH products are feather-free and fur-free. Our Animal Derived 
Materials policy further outlines the restrictions on use of materials sourced 
from endangered animal habitats. Our guiding principles are the five freedoms 
of animal welfare as underlined by the World Organization for Animal Health  
https://www.oie.int/animal-welfare/

7. INCREASED USE OF BIODEGRADABLE MATERIALS
All products are packed in sustainable materials including Oxo-biodegradable bags,  
oxo-biodegradable fabric and FSC® certified cartons. 

ZeroImpact
MICROFIBER INITIATIVE

ZeroImpact
MICROFIBER INITIATIVE

ZeroImpact
MICROFIBER INITIATIVE

Recycled
Polyester



TECHNOLOGY ICONS

WATERPROOF BREATHABLE THERMAL 
LAYERING

FULL
SEAM-SEAL

CRITICAL 
SEAM-SEAL

ULTRASONIC 
WELDED SEAMS

PADDED 
LAPTOP SLEEVE

RFID BLOCK

STORMTECH® FABRIC TECHNOLOGY

WATERPROOF. BREATHABLE.
PFC-FREE DWR

Ultimate weather protection through 
advanced waterproof/breathable 
technology—perfected to keep moisture 
at bay, inside and out. 

 Our Pure Earth™  collection includes 
products made with organic materials, or 
with recycled and regenerated materials 
created from post-consumer plastic waste 
found in the oceans and landfill. 

STORMTECH UPF Protective products 
are designed with engineered fabrics to 
provide sun protection to the wearer as 
well as extra comfort and coolness.

Polygiene® makes your products stay fresh, 
which means that you can enjoy fresh-all-day 
confidence, as well as wear your products more 
and wash them less. Saving you time, water and 
waste – and not least, the product itself. 

BCI provides training & certification to cotton farmers 
regarding: water efficiency natural habitat preservation, 
reduction of harmful chemicals and respecting the 
rights of workers. By following these principles, Better 
Cotton Farmers produce cotton in a way that is better for 
themselves, their communities and the environment.

Next-to-skin climate control with moisture 
management technology to regulate your 
core.  

Highly efficient and highly compressible 
synthetic down alternative—maximum 
warmth in extreme cold.  

The PFC-Free DWR (Durable Water 
Repellent) technology is a polymer coating 
added to outerwear to provide water-
resistant protection. 



To ensure our products are ready for any 

adventure, we design and test for extreme 

environments and intense activities. It’s a 

journey that starts in our design studio, goes 

through our testing labs, and then out into 

the field for real world explorations. Those 

explorations include faraway places and 

extreme temperatures, as well as a weekend 

hike or coffee with friends. From urban streets 

to mountain peaks, we design and test for it 

all.  To better showcase this diverse range of 

experiences, we added some new members to 

our ambassador team this past season and are 

pleased to introduce you to them here.

STORMTECH is the proud sponsor of Melodie 

Schaffer and Ryan Barkey, the first co-ed team to 

ever compete in their class of the Transat Jacques 

Vabre. The Transat Jacque Vabre is one of the most 

prestigious offshore racing circuits on the global 

scene. The Canadian duo were one of 45 crews 

battling in the Class 40 double handed, and took 

over 20 days to complete the 4,600 mile (8,500 km) 

course from Le Havre, France to Martinique.

STORMTECH
Brand Ambassadors

Ryan Barkey
@sailor.barkey.ryan

Ryan is a professional sailor, having sailed 60,000+ 
miles across the majority of the world’s oceans. He 
has competed in different events around the globe, 
most recently in the Clipper 2019-20 edition as First 
Mate and holding overall podium position prior to 
covid postponement. Preceding this experience, he 
skippered everything from traditional Whitbread 
maxi’s to traditional Ngalawa’s. Ryan also has an 
undergraduate certificate in Meteorology and 
specializes in Navigation.

Melodie Schaffer
@threeoceansventures

Melodie is a life-long sailor, having competed at 
national and international levels. She has been an 
offshore racer for 4 years, accumulating 23,000 
nautical miles.  She has worked as a mate on Volvo 
60 sailing in races and on expeditions, and has 
competed in many offshore events including the 
RORC Caribbean 600 (3x), Antigua to Bermuda race 
and the Fastnet race.  Professionally she has a M.A.Sc 
degree in biomedical engineering and now is a sailing 
photographer. 



STORMTECH - The global leader in quality outdoor apparel and gear for the B2B and Promotional Products Industry.  By partnering with the world’s 
leading distributors, we can fulfill an order virtually anywhere in the world within seven business days.

CONTACT US AT 1.866.407.222 
WWW.STORMTECHPERFORMANCE.COM

NORTH, CENTRAL & SOUTH AMERICA
Canada, USA, Mexico, Guatemala, Honduras, Costa Rica, 
Dominican Republic, Peru, Chile, Argentina, Brazil, Colombia

EUROPE
United Kingdom, Ireland, Austria, Benelux, Germany, France, 
Spain, Norway, Switzerland, Denmark, Sweden, Finland, Italy

EASTERN EUROPE & RUSSIA
Estonia, Latvia, Poland, Czech Republic, Hungary, Romania, 
Ukraine, Russia

ASIA PACIFIC
Australia, New Zealand, China, Japan, Taiwan, Korea, Singapore 

INTERNATIONAL  
DISTRIBUTION PARTNERS

DISTRIBUTOR FACILITIES 



S TO R M T E C H . E U

Product OverviewProduct Overview

Product
Overview
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EPSILON 2 SOFTSHELL
HR-1   |   HR-1W

OLYMPIA SHELL
GXJ-2   |   GXJ-2W

PATROL SOFTSHELL
XB-3   |   XB-3W

CASCADES SHELL
BHS-3   |   BHS-3W

Get amongst the smells and sounds of the seasons, as you move 
unencumbered in the durable Epsilon 2 Softshell. The sleek style 
boasts mechanical stretch and articulation at the shoulder and 
elbow for unrestricted movement. Ultra-durable, H2XTREME® 
waterproof/breathable fabric and a bonded grid fleece backing 
offer superior thermal properties, while wicking moisture away 
from the skin. This hooded softshell allows you to breathe and 

move knowing you have chosen the best movement – freedom.

A walk through scenic coastal stretches are moments to seize. 
Even a wet, rainy forecast should not get in the way of summer 
adventure. So, come prepared with the ultralight Olympia Shell 
with PFC-Free waterproof, breathable fabric, adjustable hood and 
a full-length stormflap. This lightweight shell offers articulated 

comfort and superior, technical weather-ready features.

Explore with confidence. This highly technical and 
functional softshell is a proven performer in the outdoors. 
Engineered by Stormtech’s design team for versatility 
in variable weather for your next adventure. Features 
include fully sealed seams, waterproof zippers, and dual 

chest pockets to stow your valuables.

Hone your edge. Summer shine can be unexpectedly replaced by 
sporadic showers. However, it just adds to the experience when 
you hit the trails with the Cascades Softshell. As its name implies, 
it is teeming with sporty, progressive technology features. 
It gives confident protection against light rain with its PFC-
Free waterproof, breathable bonded shell, internal full length 

stormflap, and multiple zippered pockets.

EXTREME OUTDOOR SERIES
Born in the rugged west coast rainforests of British Columbia, Canada, 
STORMTECH’s designs are inspired through the lessons learned from the rain, 
snow, and sun. We pay painstaking attention to mother nature’s varying moods 
in order to develop the very best in technical outerwear. With design excellence 
and functionality that blends exclusive technologies, such as H2XTREME®, we 
build hard-wearing garments that provide maximum protection and comfort so 
you can get out there and explore with confidence.

GBP RRP: £95.00 |  NET: £47.50
EURO RRP: €100.00 |  NET: €50.00

GBP RRP: £190.00 |  NET: £95.00
EURO RRP: €200.00 |  NET: €100.00 GBP RRP: £160.00 |  NET: £80.00

EURO RRP: €170.00 |  NET: €85.00

GBP RRP: £95.00 |  NET: £47.50
EURO RRP: €100.00 |  NET: €50.00

SEE THE FULL RANGE OF STORMTECH PERFORMANCE APPAREL AT WWW.STORMTECHPERFORMANCE.COM



Explore with confidence. This 

highly technical and functional 

softshell is a proven performer 

in the outdoors. Engineered by 

STORMTECH’s design team for 

versatility in variable weather 

for your next adventure. 

Features include fully sealed 

seams, waterproof zippers, 

and dual chest pockets to 

stow your valuables.

PATROL 
SOFTSHELL
XB-3   |   XB-3W

XB-3W (WOMEN’S)

FABRICATION: 100% Polyester Mechanical Stretch Bonded with 100% Polyester Single 
Jersey, 7.08oz/yd2 (USA) / 240gsm (CDN) (Charcoal Twill) 100% Polyester Bonded with 
100% Polyester Single Jersey, 7.85oz/yd2 (USA) / 265gsm (CDN)

PATROL SOFTSHELL
XB-3   |   XB-3W

+5ºC to -10ºC  |  41ºF to 14ºF

MEN’S SIZING: S-3XL (Black/Carbon S-5XL)

WOMEN’S SIZING: XS-2XL

DECORATION
OPTIONS: E HT SP LPE HT SP LPE HT SP LP

Fully Sealed 
Seams
Ensure no water 
finds its way 
through seams, 
leaving you dry 
and comfortable 
for hours

Soft Touch 
Finish  
Provides 
premium 
hand feel and 
comfort

Ergonomic Design 
Designed for an 
ergonomic fit and 
optimal range of 
motion without 
compromising 
performance in 
harsh conditions 

Detachable Articulated 
Storm Hood
Allows for jacket 
customization and provides 
maximum wind and wet 
weather protection when 
needed most

M’S & W’S: 
BLACK/CARBON

M’S & W’S: BLACK/
ELECTRIC BLUE

M’S & W’S: BLACK/
BRIGHT RED

M’S & W’S: 
BLACK/KIWI

M’S & W’S: 
JEWEL 
GREEN

M’S: FIRE 
ORANGE

W’S: VIOLETM’S & W’S: CHARCOAL 
TWILL/BLACK

M’S & W’S: 
NAVY/
NAVY

ADDITIONAL FEATURES:  
• Waterproof Zippers
• Adjustable Shockcord Hood
• Adjustable Hem

• Dropped Back
• Dual Chest Pockets
• Articulated Action Elbows
• Adjustable Cuffs with Gusset

Fully Sealed Seams

LEVEL 3
10,000mm

LEVEL 3
3,000g/m2

3-Layer Outer Shell 
offers a high level of 
waterproofing while 
allowing moisture vapor 
to exit the garment

WATERPROOF. BREATHABLE.

£190.00 RRP GBP

€200.00 RRP EURO



ADAPTABLE. INTERCHANGEABLE.

EPSILON SYSTEM JACKET
HR-2W

THREE-IN-ONE SYSTEM JACKETS

WATERPROOF. BREATHABLE.

The original, since 1983. When heading outdoors you can predict 

and plan a full day of outdoor activity with certainty, but what you 

can’t predict is what the weather will hold. Enter our 3-in-1 system 

jackets; your versatile answer to the unpredictable. These system 

jackets are 3 jackets in 1, pairing a weatherproof outer shell with 

a removable, ultra-warm insulated inner jacket. This allows you 

to customize your jacket when the weather is playing the fickle 

fiddle. STORMTECH 3-in-1 system jackets have been developed for 

a wide range of outdoor environments, for both work and play.

Three-in-One
Interchangeable
System Jackets

FULL COVERAGE, 
ATTACHED HOOD
Provides immediate wind 
and water protection  
when needed most

GRID BACK  
FLEECE LINING
Offers superior thermal 
properties while allowing for 
airflow and breathability

ZIP-OUT 
INSULATED 
LINER
For versatility of 
wear, whatever the 
season

DUAL CHEST 
POCKETS
Protect your valuables 
safely and securely 
with easy access

YKK® 
AQUAGUARD® 
CENTER FRONT 
ZIPPER
Super durable, 
waterproof zipper 
keeps wet weather from 
penetrating through

WELDED 
ADJUSTABLE 
CUFFS WITH 
CLOSURE
Allow you to adjust the 
fit of the cuff precisely



MATRIX SYSTEM JACKET
XB-4   |   XB-4W

EPSILON SYSTEM JACKET
HR-2   |   HR-2W

AVALANCHE SYSTEM JACKET
SSJ-2   |   SSJ-2W

Redefining the 3-in-1. The Matrix System Jacket 
changes with the seasons. An H2XTREME® 
waterproof/breathable outer shell with articulated 
elbows to allow for a full range of movement and 
fully sealed seams to ensure the jacket stays 
watertight. Works in synergy with a lightweight 
and thermally robust interchangeable thermal shell 

liner that zips in and out as required.

Building on the success of the Epsilon Softshell, we 
have created a new pinnacle of performance system 
jackets. With an updated stealth-looking silhouette, 
H2XTREME® waterproof/breathable outershell, 
waterproof Aquaguard zippers, and trendy zip-out 
puffer jacket liner, this new Epsilon edition is the 
latest development in the evolution of three-in-one 
jackets for outdoor recreation and variable work 

environments.

Multi-weather functionality. With its soft-touch bonded fabric and 
high loft insulated liner, the Avalanche System Jacket redefines 
versatility. Remove or keep the hood, wear as an insulated thermal 
jacket or a lighter weight H2XTREME® waterproof/breathable 
outer shell when the temperature allows. The thermally robust, 
quilted inner jacket works in synergy with the outer shell and can 

be zipped in and out in an instant.

THREE-IN-ONE INTERCHANGEABLE 
SYSTEM JACKETS
The original, since 1983. When heading outdoors you can predict and plan a full day of outdoor 
activity with certainty, but what you can’t predict is what the weather will hold. Enter our 3-in-1 
system jackets; your versatile answer to the unpredictable. These system jackets are 3 jackets in 1, 
pairing a weatherproof outer shell with a removable, ultra-warm insulated inner jacket. This allows 
you to customize your jacket when the weather is playing the fickle fiddle. Stormtech 3-in-1 system 
jackets have been developed for a wide range of outdoor environments, for both work and play.

GBP RRP: £270.00 |  NET: £135.00
EURO RRP: €290.00 |  NET: €145.00

GBP RRP: £250.00 |  NET: £125.00
EURO RRP: €260.00 |  NET: €130.00

GBP RRP: £290.00 |  NET: £1435.00
EURO RRP: €310.00 |  NET: €155.00

GBP RRP: £200.00 |  NET: £100.00
EURO RRP: €230.00 |  NET: €115.00

MONTAUK SYSTEM JACKET
UBX-1   |   UBX-1W

In a category often reserved for performance jackets or 
workwear, the Montauk delivers a unique, urban-styled 
system jacket with sleek, minimalist styling. Combined 
with heavyweight, hardwearing twill HD H2XTREME 
waterproof/breathable membrane outshell fabric, this 
3-in-1 features a Thermal Shell quilted liner. Perfect 
for any environment or industry that depends on 
performance gear to stand up to heavy wear and tear.

SEE THE FULL RANGE OF STORMTECH PERFORMANCE APPAREL AT WWW.STORMTECHPERFORMANCE.COM



Embrace city beats or escape for a trek up the trail 

with STORMTECH’s best-in-class Thermal Outerwear 

Collection. From high-end technical parkas to fashion-

forward thermal jackets and iconic “puffy” shells, a 

coming together of genius design and functionality 

keeps you ultra warm and dry. Given a thumbs up 

by explorers of self and of the world, our thermal 

outerwear is the epitome of style and comfort.

Thermal Outerwear NATURE KNOWS NO BOUNDARIES

THERMAL OUTERWEAR – WINTER SERIES

WATERPROOF. BREATHABLE.

FULL COVERAGE, 
ATTACHED HOOD
Provides immediate wind 
and water protection  
when needed most

EXTERNAL 
FULL-LENGTH 
STORMFLAP 
WITH SNAP 
CLOSURES
For a top to bottom 
secure fit and 
enhanced styling

INTERNAL 
CUFFS
Seal in warmth 
around the wrist

LASER-
CUT AND 
BONDED 
PLACKET
Panels are precisely 
cut and bonded for 
maximum durability

ADJUSTABLE 
DRAWSTRING 
HOOD
Allows you to  
adjust the fit of  
the hood for 
maximum  
warmth in  
cool weather 

ZURICH THERMAL JACKET
ANX-1W



ZURICH THERMAL JACKET
ANX-1   |   ANX-1W

GRAVITY THERMAL SHELL
AFP-1   |   AFP-1W

STAVANGER THERMAL JACKET
AFP-2   |   AFP-2W

NAUTILUS QUILTED JACKET
QX-1   |   QX-1W

A thermal jacket is as resolute about providing maximum outdoor 
protection as its streetsmart styling. The Zurich Thermal Jacket 
shuts out the rain and wind with H2XTREME® waterproof/breathable 
technology, adjustable storm hood with face shield, and full length 
articulated storm placket for extra protection in cold weather. The 
ergonomic design provides unrestricted movement for use in both 
urban and outdoor settings and features multiple interior and 

exterior pockets to keep your gear safe and organized.

Quilted comfort from hem to hood. Ultra-lightweight 
with a sleek snug fit and heat-trapping polyfill insulation. 
Elasticized cuffs and attached hood help retain core 

warmth, while an outer shell keeps you dry.

Magician of jackets. The ergonomically designed 
Stavanger Thermal Jacket is the ultimate puffer. Not 
content with merely providing toasty warmth with its full 
coverage hood and ultralight polyfill baffles, this jacket 
has more tricks up its sleeve: quickly and easily pack 
the jacket into its own pocket to magically transform it 
into a travel pillow. So, cozy up on a cool, crisp day and 

adventure forth knowing you have it all covered.

Packed with convenient features like elasticized 
cuffs and a full-length internal storm flap, this 
accessibly priced jacket addresses functionality, 
versatility, and comfort. Quilted synthetic 
down insulation and a water-repellent coating 
successfully shun the wet and cold and keep you 

warm all day.

THERMAL OUTERWEAR
Own the cold with STORMTECH’s best-in-class Thermal Outerwear Collection. 
From high-end technical parkas to fashion-forward thermal jackets and iconic 
“puffy” shells, a coming together of genius design and functionality keeps you 
ultra-warm and dry. Given a thumbs up by explorers of self and of the world, this 
thermal outerwear is the epitome of style and comfort

GBP RRP: £120.00 |  NET: £60.00
EURO RRP: €130.00 |  NET: €65.00

GBP RRP: £120.00 |  NET: £60.00
EURO RRP: €130.00 |  NET: €65.00

GBP RRP: £200.00 |  NET: £100.00
EURO RRP: €220.00 |  NET: €110.00

GBP RRP: £73.00 |  NET: £36.50
EURO RRP: €75.00 |  NET: €37.50

SEE THE FULL RANGE OF STORMTECH PERFORMANCE APPAREL AT WWW.STORMTECHPERFORMANCE.COM



THERMAL OUTERWEAR

PREPARE FOR ADVENTURE

ZURICH
THERMAL JACKET
ANX-1W

A thermal jacket is as resolute 

about providing maximum 

outdoor protection as its 

streetsmart styling. The Zurich 

Thermal Jacket shuts out the 

rain and wind with H2XTREME® 

waterproof/breathable 

technology, adjustable storm 

hood with face shield, and full 

length articulated storm placket 

for extra protection in cold 

weather. The ergonomic design 

provides unrestricted movement 

for use in both urban and 

outdoor settings and features 

multiple interior and exterior 

pockets to keep your gear safe 

and organized.

Elemental protection for cold 

and wet weather adventures. 

The Snowburst Technical 

Pant is a high-performance 

essential that will allow you 

to keep your eye and mind 

on the task at hand.

High loft synthetic 

insulation, designed 

to be lightweight and 

compactible

Offers a high level of 

waterproofing while 

allowing moisture vapor 

to exit the garment

Offers a high level 

of waterproofing 

while allowing 

moisture vapor to 

exit the garment

WATERPROOF. BREATHABLE.

WATERPROOF. BREATHABLE.

FEATHERFREE
T H E R M A L  S H E L L

SNOWBURST  
TECHNICAL PANT
EP-3

FABRICATION: 100% Polyester Twill, 5.16oz/yd2 (USA) / 175gsm (CDN)

M’S & W’S: CHARCOAL M’S & W’S: MOSS M’S & W’S: INDIGO

ZURICH THERMAL JACKET
ANX-1   |   ANX-1W

A thermal jacket is as resolute about providing maximum outdoor protection as its 
streetsmart styling. The Zurich Thermal Jacket shuts out the rain and wind with 
H2XTREME® waterproof/breathable technology, adjustable storm hood with face shield, 
and full length articulated storm placket for extra protection in cold weather. The ergonomic 
design provides unrestricted movement for use in both urban and outdoor settings and 
features multiple interior and exterior pockets to keep your gear safe and organized.

-10ºC to -30ºC  |  14ºF to -22ºF

MEN’S SIZING: S-3XL (Charcoal S-5XL)

WOMEN’S SIZING: XS-2XL

DECORATION
OPTIONS: E HT SP LPE HT SP LPE HT SP LP

Waterproof Zippers
Shut out water from 
penetrating through 
the zipper for high-use 
applications in extreme 
to moderate wet 
weather conditions Full Coverage, Attached & 

Adjustable Hood
Allows for jacket 
customization and provides 
maximum weather protection

Articulated 
Fit
Ergonomic 
design detail 
promotes a 
free range of 
movement

Internal Cuffs
Seal in warmth 
around the 
wrist

Laser-Cut 
and Bonded 
Placket
Panels are 
precisely cut 
and bonded 
for maximum 
durability

Fully Sealed Seams
Ensure that no water 
enters your jacket, 
leaving you dry and 
comfortable for hours

Dual Hand 
Warmer 
Pockets
Two sets of 
hand pockets 
to provide 
secure storage 
solutions

Fully Sealed Seams

LEVEL 2
8,000mm

LEVEL 2
5,000g/m2

Offers a high level of 
waterproofing while 
allowing moisture vapor 
to exit the garment

WATERPROOF. BREATHABLE.

High loft synthetic 
insulation, designed 
to be lightweight 
and compactible

FEATHERFREE
T H E R M A L  S H E L L

£200.00 RRP GBP

€220.00 RRP EURO



ORBITER SOFTSHELL
KSB-1   |   KSB-1W

ORBITER SOFTSHELL HOODY
KSH-1   |   KSH-1W

Soft-touch weather-resistant warmth. A high-performance 
mid-layer softshell, featuring water repellent fabric for 
elemental weather protection. Zippered pockets lined 
with brushed tricot, along with a lightweight fleece 
backing provides added comfort for your hands and core. 
Partner with an H2XTREME® waterproof outer layer and a 
lightweight H2X-DRY® base for the ultimate layered system.

A high-performance mid-layer, featuring water 
repellent fabric for elemental weather protection. 
This jacket has a lightweight fleece backing to add 
core warmth and brushed tricot lined pockets to 

provide added comfort for your hands.

SOFTSHELL OUTERWEAR
Our Softshell Outerwear Collections are built with unparalleled attention to detail that ensures 
your absolute warmth and comfort in thick fog or light rain. The tightly woven face fabrics provide 
a solid barrier that braces against the elements, while the soft-brushed interior nestles gently and 
warmly against your skin. This brushed interior also promotes a microclimate for superior moisture 
management and climate control. You may never want to come out of your shell.

NARVIK SOFTSHELL
KBR-1   |   KBR-1W

Soft-touch weather resistant warmth. A high-performance mid-
layer softshell, featuring water repellent fabric for elemental 
weather protection built with environmentally sustainable 
42% Recycled Polyester. Zippered pockets lined with brushed 
tricot, along with a lightweight fleece backing provides added 
comfort for your hands and core. Wear on its own or partner 
with an H2XTREME® waterproof outer layer and a lightweight 

H2X-DRY® base for the ultimate layered system.

GREENWICH LIGHTWEIGHT SOFTSHELL
KS-3  |   KS-3W

This lightweight is no push-over. The Greenwich Lightweight Softshell is 
artfully designed to move with you, not around you, contemplating your 
needs at every turn. The PFC-free water-repellent finish and windresistant 
fabric shun the cold and cut out drafts. Reflective shoulder trim adds 
extra visibility in low light, for protection of a different kind. Breathability, 
durability, warmth, and comfort have come together to create the pinnacle 

of lightweight weather solutions.

GBP RRP: £80.00 |  NET: £40.00
EURO RRP: €80.00 |  NET: €40.00

GBP RRP: £59.00 |  NET: £29.50
EURO RRP: €60.00 |  NET: €30.00

GBP RRP: £75.00 |  NET: £37.50
EURO RRP: €80.00 |  NET: €40.00GBP RRP: £60.00 |  NET: £30.00

EURO RRP: €60.00 |  NET: €30.00

SEE THE FULL RANGE OF STORMTECH PERFORMANCE APPAREL AT WWW.STORMTECHPERFORMANCE.COM



This lightweight is 

no push-over. Move 

to the rhythm of 

your soul in the go-to 

Greenwich Lightweight 

Softshell. It is artfully 

designed to move with 

you, not around you, 

contemplating your 

needs at every turn. 

The PFC-free water-

repellent finish and 

wind resistant fabric 

shun the cold and cut 

out drafts. Reflective 

shoulder trim adds 

extra visibility in low 

light, for protection 

of a different kind. 

Breathability, durability, 

warmth, and comfort 

have come together 

to create the pinnacle 

of lightweight weather 

solutions.

GREENWICH  
LIGHTWEIGHT  
SOFTSHELL
KS-3   |   KS-3W

FABRICATION: 100% Polyester Interlock Bonded with 100% Polyester Bird-eye Mesh, 
5.90oz./yd2 (USA) / 200gsm (CDN)

This lightweight is no push-over. Move to the rhythm of your soul in the go-to 
Greenwich Lightweight Softshell. It is artfully designed to move with you, not around 
you, contemplating your needs at every turn. The PFC-free water-repellent finish and 
wind resistant fabric shun the cold and cut out drafts. Reflective shoulder trim adds extra 
visibility in low light, for protection of a different kind. Breathability, durability, warmth, 
and comfort have come together to create the pinnacle of lightweight weather solutions.

+20ºC to +5ºC  |  68ºF to 41ºF

GREENWICH LIGHTWEIGHT SOFTSHELL
KS-3   |   KS-3W

MEN’S SIZING: S-3XL 
(Black, Dolphin & Navy S-5XL) 

WOMEN’S SIZING: XS-3XL 

DECORATION
OPTIONS: E HT SP LPE HT SP LPE HT SP LP

M’S & W’S: BLACK M’S & W’S: DOLPHIN M’S & W’S: NAVY M’S & W’S: AZURE BLUE M’S & W’S: BRIGHT RED

Zippered 
Hand Warmer 
Pockets 
Perform a 
dual task 
of warming 
hands and 
stowing 
personal items 

Reflective Trim 
For added visibility in 
low light conditions

Ergonomic 
Design 
Designed for 
an ergonomic 
fit and optimal 
range of 
motion without 
compromising 
performance 

Audio Port
Connect 
your device 
through 
pocket 
audio port

LEVEL 3
10,000mm

LEVEL 3
3,000g/m2

Offers a high level of 
waterproofing while 
allowing moisture vapor 
to exit the garment

WATERPROOF. BREATHABLE.

Provides an all-you-
need basic level of 
water resistance 
for cool to cold wet 
weather conditions 

£60.00 RRP GBP

€60.00 RRP EURO



It’s hard to imagine a world before Polos and Tees, especially when 

the sun comes out to play. As one of the most in-demand and 

versatile wardrobe items, they are that essential addition you just 

can’t live without. Whether you require high-tech performance 

with moisture management technology, industrial strength 

fabrics, or casual day-to-day attire, our on-trend range of Polos 

and Tees exude quality, style and a keen eye for fashion. 

Polos & Tees



We’re on a mission to make clothing sustainable through product design, 

sourcing, and compliance. STORMTECH’s Pure Earth collection is made using  

content from  Recycled Polyester (RPET) and certified BCI Cotton. By turning 

discarded plastics into polyester and committing to sustainably sourced 

cotton, STORMTECH is reducing the waste and environmental impact  

associated with apparel production.

CERTIFIED BCI COTTONCERTIFIED BCI COTTON    
• The Better Cotton Initiative (BCI) aims to make cotton production more sustainable.

• BCI Cotton promotes better working conditions for farmers and farm workers.

• Through BCI and its Partners, farmers receive training on how to use water efficiently, care 
for the health of the soil and natural habitats, and reduce use of the most harmful chemicals.

RECYCLED POLYESTER RECYCLED POLYESTER 
• The Pure Earth Collection uses Polyester regenerated from PET plastic found in landfills and oceans. 

• These new sustainable products give materials a second life. 

• As climate concerns continue to grow, sourcing recycled fibers will lower the carbon footprint of 
STORMTECH products.



BAGS AND PACKS
Bags spell adventure. If you’re packing a bag, 
it means you’re headed somewhere. Perhaps 
it’s a commute to your first day on the job, 
or maybe you’re headed to the airport to 
answer the call of adventure. Whatever 
exciting road lies ahead, you’ve got this 
one in the bag thanks to Stormtech. 
We are committed to designing 
progressive-looking travel bags that 
are durable, versatile and fiercely 
protective of your belongings. 

1. NOMAD BACKPACK   SWX-1

2. NORSEMAN ROLL TOP PACK   RTB-1

3. MADISON COMMUTER PACK   BPX-5

4. EQUINOX 30 DUFFEL BAG   CTX-2

5. NOMAD DUFFEL BAG   MDX-1M

1

2

3

4

5

GBP RRP: £100.00 |  NET: £50.00
EURO RRP: €110.00 |  NET: €55.00

GBP RRP: £125.00 |  NET: £62.50
EURO RRP: €140.00 |  NET: €70.00

GBP RRP: £130.00 |  NET: £65.00
EURO RRP: €140.00 |  NET: €70.00

GBP RRP: £110.00 |  NET: £55.00
EURO RRP: €120.00 |  NET: €60.00

GBP RRP: £90.00 |  NET: £45.00
EURO RRP: €95.00 |  NET: €47.50



ATLANTIS HEAVY DUTY 
WATERPROOF BAG 
COLLECTION
The Atlantis Waterproof Gear Bag. This is not your average duffle 
bag. The Atlantis Waterproof Gear bag is our top selling bag. Made 
from durable laminate material built for maximum durability and 
versatility, this waterproof bag is ready to be roughed around. 
Whether in-flight for travel or daily use as your gear bag it will do 
the job. Available in three sizes and a multitude of colors.

1. ATLANTIS WATERPROOF GEAR BAG   GBW-1S

2. ATLANTIS WATERPROOF GEAR BAG   GBW-1M

3. ATLANTIS WATERPROOF GEAR BAG   GBW-1L

1

2

3

GBP RRP: £67.00 |  NET: £33.50
EURO RRP: €75.00 |  NET: €37.50

GBP RRP: £90.00 |  NET: £45.00 
EURO RRP: €95.00 |  NET: €47.50

GBP RRP: £105.00 |  NET: £52.50
EURO RRP: €110.00 |  NET: €55.00



STAVANGER QUILTED 
BAGS & PACKS 
COLLECTION
A bag isn’t just a bag. It’s both an accessory  
and necessary practicality. Stormtech has  
addressed this dual function by creating  
an urban-ready range that looks slick  
and stylish while still offering smart,  
ergonomic functionality. Move fluidly  
through the city knowing that whether  
for work or play, all you need  
is right behind you.

1. STAVANGER QUILTED DUFFEL   QBX-1

2. STAVANGER QUILTED BACKPACK   QBX-3

3. STAVANGER QUILTED WAIST BAG   QBX-2

1

2

3

GBP RRP: £75.00 |  NET: £37.50
EURO RRP: €80.00 |  NET: €40.00

GBP RRP: £80.00 |  NET: £40.00
EURO RRP: €80.00 |  NET: €40.00

GBP RRP: £22.00 |  NET: £11.00
EURO RRP: €24.00 |  NET: €12.00



ROAD WARRIOR COMPUTER PACK
CMT-3

TRINITY ACCESS PACK
BPX-3

The digital age demands dynamic solutions, and the Road 
Warrior Computer Pack is precisely that. Clean lines combine 
with versatility. The design allows you to effortlessly transform 
from an over-the- shoulder-attaché to a backpack as you move 
through city centers and deal-cutting business lounges. All 
the while, your laptop is held securely in a suspended sleeve. 

Adaptability is the name of the game.

Compact yet roomy, the Trinity Access Pack has all bases 
covered for your daily commute. An easy access padded 
laptop compartment, dedicated tablet sleeve and dual side 
mesh beverage pockets are just a few of the handy features 

you will find on this bag.

URBAN COMMUTER 
COLLECTION
Bags spell adventure. If you’re packing a bag, it means you’re headed 
somewhere. Perhaps it’s a commute to your first day on the job, or maybe 
you’re headed to the airport to answer the call of adventure. Whatever exciting 
road lies ahead, you’ve got this one in the bag thanks to STORMTECH. We 
are committed to designing progressive-looking travel bags that are durable, 
versatile and fiercely protective of your belongings. 

YALETOWN COMMUTER PACK
BPX-4

A bag as city savvy as its name sake. For all commutes of life, this 
pack is the practical answer for professionals and scholars alike. 
Three main zip-up compartments and a thoughtfully laid out 
internal organization system add some stress-free ease to your 

daily tasks.

MADISON COMMUTER PACK
BPX-5

The hustle and bustle of the city commute demands a pack rich in 
practicality, durability and excellent organizational skills. The Madison 
Commuter Pack delivers precisely that, as you journey between home and 
office. Your smaller valuables will find a safe-haven within the thermal 
moulded compartment, while your computer is protected from hard knocks, 
courtesy of the built-in suspended laptop sleeve. With generous storage 
space for all your mobile office essentials, the Madison is the intelligent 

commuting solution.

GBP RRP: £105.00 |  NET: £52.50
EURO RRP: €120.00 |  NET: €60.00

GBP RRP: £90.00 |  NET: £45.00
EURO RRP: €100.00 |  NET: €50.00

GBP RRP: £90.00 |  NET: £45.00
EURO RRP: €90.00 |  NET: €45.00GBP RRP: £130.00 |  NET: £65.00

EURO RRP: €140.00 |  NET: €70.00

SEE THE FULL RANGE OF STORMTECH PERFORMANCE APPAREL AT WWW.STORMTECHPERFORMANCE.COM



VIRTUAL CLIENT PRESENTATIONS  [EXTREME OUTDOOR SERIES]

Work with our team to present your custom designed apparel using STORMTECH’s leading edge decorating and 

design techniques. Whether it’s a special colour, fabrication, design modification or fully customized product, we 

have the ability to build unique storyboards according to your client’s unique requirements.

**Please note: Virtual samples are for presentation only and are approximate with respect to size, color and placement of any logo’s. Modifications to art may be required when placing your actual order and a Decoration Approval Form must be received and returned to ensure confirmation**

WWW.STORMTECHPERFORMANCE.COM

Hone your edge. Summer shine can be unexpectedly replaced by sporadic showers. However, it just adds 
to the experience when you hit the trails with the Cascades Softshell. As its name implies, it is teeming 
with sporty, progressive technology features. It gives confident protection against light rain with its PFC-
Free waterproof, breathable bonded shell, internal full length stormflap, and multiple zippered pockets.

FEATURES:
• STORMTECH H2XTREME® 8,000/10,000  

 Waterproof / Breathable Outer Shell
• PFC-Free Water Repellent Finish
• Internal Full-Length Stormflap
• Zippered Chest Pocket
• Zippered Hand Warmer Pockets
• Adjustable Hem with Drawcord
• Adjustable Cuffs

• Articulated Sleeves
• 90% Polyester, 10% Spandex Bonded with  

 100% Polyester Fleece, 9.44oz/yd2 (USA) /  
 320gsm (CDN) with 100% Polyester Lining

CASCADES SOFTSHELL
BHS-3  |  BHS-3W

MSRP: $120.00

PATROL SOFTSHELL
XB-3 | XB-3W

Enlarged View - Left Chest

3m Reflective 3.75” W

Enlarged View - Left Bicep

3m Reflective 3.5” W



www.stormtech.ca  |  www.stormtechusa.com  |  www.stormtech.eu

Multi-weather functionality. With its soft-touch bonded fabric and high loft 
insulated liner, the Avalanche System Jacket redefines versatility. Remove 
or keep the hood, wear as an insulated thermal jacket or a lighter weight 
H2XTREME® waterproof/breathable outer shell when the temperature allows. 
The thermally robust, quilted inner jacket works in synergy with the outer shell 
and can be zipped in and out in an instant.

AVALANCHE SYSTEM JACKETAVALANCHE SYSTEM JACKET
SSJ-2 | SSJ-2W

Enlarged View - Left Chest

Charcoal Twill M’s & W’s

MSRP

$320.00

NAUTILUS 3-IN-1 JACKET
KXR-2 | KXR-2W

Enlarged View - Left Chest

Embroidery 3.5” W

Enlarged View - Right Bicep

Embroidery 1.97” W

Enlarged View - Full Back

Embroidery 10.98” W

**Please note: Virtual samples are for presentation only and are approximate with respect to size, color and placement of any logo’s. Modifications to art may be
required when placing your actual order and a Decoration Approval Form must be received and returned to ensure confirmation**

WWW.STORMTECHPERFORMANCE.COM

Enlarged View - Left Chest
Heat Transfer

MATRIX SYSTEM JACKET
XB-4W

VIRTUAL CLIENT PRESENTATIONS  [3-IN-1 INTERCHANGEABLE SYSTEM JACKETS]

Work with our team to present your custom designed apparel using STORMTECH’s leading edge decorating and 

design techniques. Whether it’s a special colour, fabrication, design modification or fully customized product, we 

have the ability to build unique storyboards according to your client’s unique requirements.



VIRTUAL CLIENT PRESENTATIONS  [THERMAL OUTERWEAR]
Work with our team to present your custom designed apparel using STORMTECH’s leading edge decorating and 

design techniques. Whether it’s a special colour, fabrication, design modification or fully customized product, we 

have the ability to build unique storyboards according to your client’s unique requirements.

**Please note: Virtual samples are for presentation only and are approximate with respect to size, color and placement of any logo’s. Modifications to art may be 
 required when placing your actual order and a Decoration Approval Form must be received and returned to ensure confirmation**

WWW.STORMTECHPERFORMANCE.COM

STAVANGER THERMAL JACKET
AFP-2  |  AFP-2W

Enlarged View - Left Bicep Enlarged View - Zipper Pull

NAUTILUS QUILTED JACKET
QX-1 | QX-1W

Enlarged View - Left Chest

Embroidery 3.5” W

Enlarged View - Right Bicep

Embroidery 1.97” W

Enlarged View - Full Back

Embroidery 10.98” W

CONSTRUCTION
• PFC-Free Water Repellent Finish
• Fully Sealed Seams 
• Laser-Cut and Bonded Placket
• Dual Hand Warmer Pockets

MATERIAL 00% Polyester Twill, 5.16oz/yd2 (USA) / 
175gsm (CDN)

SIZES   (Men’s) S-3XL (Men’s Charcoal S-5XL) ;
 (Women’s) XS-2XL

A thermal jacket is as resolute about providing maximum outdoor protection as its streetsmart 
styling. The Zurich Thermal Jacket shuts out the rain and wind with H2XTREME® waterproof/
breathable technology, adjustable storm hood with face shield, and full length articulated storm 
placket for extra protection in cold weather. The ergonomic design provides unrestricted movement 
for use in both urban and outdoor settings and features multiple interior and exterior pockets to 
keep your gear safe and organized.

ZURICH THERMAL JACKET ANX-1   |   ANX-1W

COLOURSCOLOURS

PERFORMANCE FEATURES

GENDER STYLE # COLOUR S M L XL 2XL 3XL
MEN'S          

WOMEN'S         

M’S & W’S: CHARCOAL M’S & W’S: MOSS M’S & W’S: INDIGO

Waterproof Zippers
Shut out water from 
penetrating through 
the zipper for high-use 
applications in extreme 
to moderate wet weather 
conditions

Offers a high level of 
waterproofing while 
allowing moisture vapor to 
exit the garment

WATERPROOF. BREATHABLE.

High loft synthetic 
insulation, designed 
to be lightweight 
and compactible

FEATHERFREE
T H E R M A L  S H E L L

$270.00
MSRP 

www.stormtech.ca  |  www.stormtechusa.com

T. 519.747.5454  |  TF. 1.800.675.6233  |  F. 519.7475311
Waterloo, Ontario  www.jmbsales.ca



VIRTUAL CLIENT PRESENTATIONS  [SOFTSHELL OUTERWEAR]
Work with our team to present your custom designed apparel using STORMTECH’s leading edge decorating and 

design techniques. Whether it’s a special colour, fabrication, design modification or fully customized product, we 

have the ability to build unique storyboards according to your client’s unique requirements.

Ease the pace without a trace. As you embrace the longer days, the forests provide hours 
of natural sanctity to escape the flurry of life. The Belcarra Softshell protects you from the 
elements with its PFC-Free waterproof, breathable bonded shell. In inclement weather just 
pull up the adjustable attached hood to guard against wet, foggy conditions.

The Catskill Anorak features a high performance lightweight waterproof, breathable 
outer shell designed for maximum mobility. A PFC-Free water repellent finish added to 
the H2XTREME® waterproof breathable outer shell provides extra wet weather protection.
Durability, warmth, and comfort have come together to create a unique solution for variable 
weather conditions.

FEATURES: 
• STORMTECH H2XTREME® 10,000/3,000 
 Waterproof / Breathable Outer Shell
• PFC-Free Waterproof/Breathable Bonded Shell

FEATURES: 
• 1/4 Zip with Internal Stormflap
• Extra High Adjustable Collar
• Combination Action Shoulders

• Adjustable Attached Hood
• Zippered Hand Warmer Pockets
• Elasticized Hem and Cuffs
• Audio System

• Zippered Hand Pockets with Brushed Tricot
• Adjustable Hem with Drawcord
• Partial Elasticized Cuffs

BELCARRA SOFTSHELL
KSL-1   |  KSL-1W

CATSKILL ANORAK
KS-4  |  KS-4W 

DECORATION OPTIONS:

E HT SP LPE HT SP LPE HT SP LP

ENLARGED VIEW ENLARGED VIEW

DECORATION OPTIONS:

E HT SP LPE HT SP LPE HT SP LP

$100.00
(CAD MSRP)

$80.00
(CAD MSRP)

**Please note: Virtual samples are for presentation only and are approximate with respect to size, color and placement of any logo’s. Modifications to art may be 
 required when placing your actual order and a Decoration Approval Form must be received and returned to ensure confirmation**

WWW.STORMTECHPERFORMANCE.COM

ORBITER SOFTSHELL
KSB-1   |   KSB-1W

Enlarged View - Left Chest Enlarged View - Customer Zipper Pull

Enlarged View - Customer Hang Tag

4.0”

2.375”

info only do not print

UPC sticker placement
do not print

FILE NAME:

DATE:

Pioneer_Hang-Tag_Trims_Package

July 6th 2021 ARTWORK DESCRIPTION :Hang-Tag

Black

PMS 1525C



VIRTUAL CLIENT PRESENTATIONS
Work with our team to present your custom designed apparel using STORMTECH’s leading edge decorating and 

design techniques. Whether it’s a special colour, fabrication, design modification or fully customized product, we 

have the ability to build unique storyboards according to your client’s unique requirements.

**Please note: Virtual samples are for presentation only and are approximate with respect to size, color and placement of any logo’s. Modifications to art may be 
 required when placing your actual order and a Decoration Approval Form must be received and returned to ensure confirmation**

WWW.STORMTECHPERFORMANCE.COM

AXIS SHELL
GSX-1   |   GSX-1W

Enlarged View - Zipper PullEnlarged View - Right ChestEnlarged View - Left Chest

STAVENGER QUILTED DUFFEL     
QBX-1

Enlarged View -Front

SELL TO  $40.00     |     MSRP  $60.00

**Please note: Virtual samples are for presentation only and are approximate with respect to size, color and placement of any logo’s. Modifications to art may be 
 required when placing your actual order and a Decoration Approval Form must be received and returned to ensure confirmation**

WWW.STORMTECHPERFORMANCE.COM

ORBITER SOFTSHELL
KSB-1   |   KSB-1W

Enlarged View - Right Chest Enlarged View - Left Chest



VIRTUAL CLIENT PRESENTATIONS  [FLEECE & LAYERING]
Work with our team to present your custom designed apparel using STORMTECH’s leading edge decorating and 

design techniques. Whether it’s a special colour, fabrication, design modification or fully customized product, we 

have the ability to build unique storyboards according to your client’s unique requirements.

**Please note: Virtual samples are for presentation only and are approximate with respect to size, color and placement of any logo’s. Modifications to art may be 
 required when placing your actual order and a Decoration Approval Form must be received and returned to ensure confirmation**

WWW.STORMTECHPERFORMANCE.COM

BASE THERMAL 1/4 ZIP
HTZ-1   |   HTZ-1W

Enlarged View - Left Chest
Embroidery 

PULSE FLEECE PULLOVER
TFW-1 | TFW-1W

Enlarged View - Left Chest

Embroidery 2.98” W

ANDORRA JACKET   
EQX-1  |  EQX-1W

Enlarged View - Left Chest

SELL TO  $48.00     |     MSRP  $75.00



VIRTUAL CLIENT PRESENTATIONS  [POLOS & TEES]
Work with our team to present your custom designed apparel using STORMTECH’s leading edge decorating and 

design techniques. Whether it’s a special colour, fabrication, design modification or fully customized product, we 

have the ability to build unique storyboards according to your client’s unique requirements.

**Please note: Virtual samples are for presentation only and are approximate with respect to size, color and placement of any logo’s. Modifications to art may be 
 required when placing your actual order and a Decoration Approval Form must be received and returned to ensure confirmation**

WWW.STORMTECHPERFORMANCE.COM

INERTIA SPORT POLO
XP-1 | XP-1W

Enlarged View - Right Bicep

Heat Transfer

Enlarged View - Left Chest

Heat Transfer

Back nape details

**Please note: Virtual samples are for presentation only and are approximate with respect to size, color and placement of any logo’s. Modifications to art may be 
 required when placing your actual order and a Decoration Approval Form must be received and returned to ensure confirmation**

WWW.STORMTECHPERFORMANCE.COM

APOLLO H2X-DRY POLO
PS-1    |   PS-1W

Enlarged View - Left Chest
Heat Transfer

ECLIPSE H2X-DRY® PIQUE L/S POLO
PGL-1 | PGL-1W

Enlarged View - Left ChestEnlarged View - Right Sleeve



VIRTUAL CLIENT PRESENTATIONS  [BAGS & PACKS]
Work with our team to present your custom designed apparel using STORMTECH’s leading edge decorating and 

design techniques. Whether it’s a special colour, fabrication, design modification or fully customized product, we 

have the ability to build unique storyboards according to your client’s unique requirements.

Enlarged View - Front (Top)Enlarged View - Front Pocket

SATURNA COOLER BAG
CFR-1

The Saturna Cooler Pack will keep contents cold and protected in its leakproof, welded storage compartment. The roll-top closure with adjustable straps allows you 
to customize the size according to the contents, so you can pack for a picnic or deliver the refreshments. 

FEATURES:
• Large Insulated Leak-Proof Storage Compartment
• 100% Waterproof Ultrasonic Welded Seams
• 24 Can Capacity
• External Pocket
• Roll-Top Closure with Adjustable Straps
• Ergonomic and Adjustable Shoulder Straps
• Carry Handle
• Padded Back Panel
• 100% PVC with 100% Polyester Mesh
• SIZE: 16” H x 12.5” W x 8” D (closed)
• VOLUME: 25 Liters / 1,525 Cubic Inch (24 Cans)

**Please note: Virtual samples are for presentation only and are approximate with respect to size, color and placement of any logo’s. Modifications to art may be required when placing your actual order and a Decoration Approval Form must be received and returned to ensure confirmation**

WWW.STORMTECHPERFORMANCE.COM

Designed to be adaptable and spontaneous - the Madagascar Duffle Pack offers a large main zippered 
opening generous pocket space, large interior zip mesh organizer compartments, this duffle has space 
for all your essential items. Swap to a backpack by merely adjusting the ergonomic shoulder straps, or 
quickly grab the side carrying handles when passing through airport security. This pack also features two 
zippered full access end pockets for quick storage of shoes, and compressions straps to keep contents 
from shifting in transit.

FEATURES:
• Waterproof Fabric
• Padded Back Panel
• Hidden Shoulder Straps
• Large Zippered End Pockets
• 2 Internal Zip Mesh Pockets
• Decoration Access
• Compression Straps
• Large Main Zippered Opening

• ID Sleeve
• Dual Side Carry Handles
• 3 External Carry Handles
• FABRIC: 100% Nylon Ripstop with 

 100% Polyester Lining
• SIZE: 23” L x 13” W x 7.5” H
• VOLUME: 40 Liters / 2,440 Cubic Inch

MADAGASCAR DUFFLE PACK
VTX-1

MSRP: $130.00

**Please note: Virtual samples are for presentation only and are approximate with respect to size, color and placement of any logo’s. Modifications to art may be required when placing your actual order and a Decoration Approval Form must be received and returned to ensure confirmation**

WWW.STORMTECHPERFORMANCE.COM

A bag as city savvy as its name sake. For all commutes of life, this pack is the practical answer for 
professionals and scholars alike. Three main zip-up compartments and a thoughtfully laid out internal 
organization system add some stress-free ease to your daily tasks.

FEATURES:
• Fits Up to 17” Laptop
• Three Main Zip-Up Compartments
• Hidden Front Zip Pocket
• Padded Air Mesh Back Panel
• Dual Side Carry Handles
• Internal Organiser for an Office on the go

• Shell: 100% Polyester 600D, Shell  
 Secondary: 100% Polyester PVC coated
• Size: 18” H x 12” W x 7” D
• Volume: 22 Liters/1,342 Cubic Inch

YALETOWN COMMUTER PACK
BPX-4

MSRP: $110.00

**Please note: Virtual samples are for presentation only and are approximate with respect to size, color and placement of any logo’s. Modifications to art may be 
 required when placing your actual order and a Decoration Approval Form must be received and returned to ensure confirmation**

WWW.STORMTECHPERFORMANCE.COM

SEQUOIA 30L DAY PACK
VTS-1 

Enlarged View - Front
Heat Transfer Applique Patch



DECORATION OPTIONS

1. Enlarged View - Right Bicep
 Suede Patch

2. Enlarged View - Right Chest
 Seamless Heat Transfer 4”

3. Enlarged View - Left Bicep
 Embroidery 2.75” W

5. Enlarged View - Bottom Left Hem
 Leather Patch

Enlarged View - Customer Hang Tag

4. Enlarged View - Custom Zipper

7. Enlarged View - Back Shoulder
 Reflective Heat Transfer 7” W

6. Enlarged View - Back Yoke
 Seamless Heat Transfer
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STORMTECH NEW WEBSITE

FEATURE PROMO SLIDES

https://www.stormtechperformance.com/home.jhtm


STORMTECH DOWNLOAD CENTER

https://www.stormtechperformance.com/tools-resources/download-center/



